
BY J.P BORCHARDT

With each passing semester there is
one event in Parry Sound High
School that gets bigger and bigger

each time it occurs. That event is the
Pawscars. The bi-annual ceremony, which is
now nine semesters old, celebrates the hard
work of the Grade 10-12 students in the Com-
munication Technology classes who have
expressed themselves through the medium
of video. 

A film production must be carefully
planned out. Actors, props, costumes and
most importantly, ideas, all have to be in
place for a video to be successfully created.
Besides that, is the ever so frustrating
editing process which in some cases, can last
hours on end. 

The Pawscars have always been an
opportunity for the students’ thoughts and
opinions to be seen through music videos or
short films. So, on January 7th, 2005, the
programs were handed out, the butts were
benched, and the 9th annual Pawscars were
set to begin.

To kick off the grand spectacle of ego
boosts, were musical talent in the form of
"The Shane Creek Experience" featuring
Taylor Watson, Shane Creek, Mr. Graham,
Danny Hubert and Kerry Mullen. With eight
wooden, painted trophies to be handed out

and 16 videos in contention, it meant that at
least 50% of the videos would not win
anything at all. Even so, everyone nominated
worked extremely hard on their videos and
should all be commended for their great
effort. 

Every semester the productions in
CommTech improve abundantly from the
semester that preceded it. Videos are
constantly being shot better, look slicker and
are edited in more creative ways. Ideas are
unique and acting is superb. So it was
obviously a tough decision for all the
teachers who judged the students who voted
to select the best video in each category.

Short film - Best Drama 
Winning in the Short Film category for

Best Drama was the video, "At the End of a
Rose" created by Mitchell Bridges, Camden
Shaw, Vickey Epps, Sarah Smith and Tyler
Downing. This group of talented individuals
also won Best Editing and Best Camera
Work for their masterpiece mentioned
above. 

Laughing their way to the Best Comedy in
the Short Film category were Amy Allen,
Quinton Haskim, Danielle Knechtel and
Meghan Mcdonald who were victorious with
"Lucky Scrunchy".

Cheesiest Video
Causing constipation due to its cheesiness

was the stop frame animation "Summer of
‘69" which won the student choice award of
Cheesiest Video much to the delight of
Cailey Clow, Amanda Lance and Cayla
Ostertag. 

The Most Original Video Award went to
"In the Garage" created by J.P Borchardt,
Candice Cascanette, Sam Greer, Van Lawson
and Josh Morden. 

In a dramatic turn of events, those same
five people went up to receive the most
dramatic video award for "Perspectives"
were once again rewarded.

With that, the last wooden, gold-painted
Pawscar was handed out, the programs were
thrown on the floor and the butts were un-
benched until next semester when students
will once again amaze all with their videos.
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Pawscars 9 ceremony was a grand spectacle of ego boosts

Mr. Graham entertains the crowd before the
presentations.

BY ROSE LEPAGE

When the NHL owners locked out their
players on a quest for "cost-certainty"
you may have been mightily disappointed

about your impending hockey-withdrawal, but I
promise you, I have the answer.  Spurred on by the
maddening one-goal loss last year that prevented
an OFFSA appearance, the team this year, made up
of a handful of girls from all grades, is determined
to be the very best.  Late night practices have been
demanding, but the hard work has paid off for the
girls, evident with their 8-1-0 record this season.
Five of these games came in an annual tournament
in North Bay on December 2 and 3 where the girls
finished second.  They fought four hard games to
get into the championship, but suffered a 4-2 loss to
St. Joseph’s Scollard who are shaping up to be the
girl’s tournament rivals.  They won games against
Marymount, from Sudbury, Park Street, from Oril-
lia, Bracebridge, and Hunstville.  Lisa Loosemore,
Ashleigh Groves, Jessica Ruggles, Naomi Taylor,
and Sarah Smith all had standout performances,
setting the bar for each and every girl on the team.

In regular season play, the girls have faced off
against the Bracebridge Lakers three times and the
Huntsville Hoyas once.  The first two games against
the Lakers, in Parry Sound and Bracebridge
respectively, were handily won by the Panthers

squad with scores of 11-0 and 16-0.  Rookie Sam
Hannah scored the first goal of the season, and
goalies Jasmine Calway and Rose LePage pre-
served the shutouts staying sharp on the few Laker
chances.  The third game proved to be a challenge,
as the Panthers faced off against a team made up of
only the Bracebridge prime.  The Lakers came out
wanting a win badly, their defence working
extremely hard to preserve a 0-0 tie through the
first period.  The Parry Sound squad had numerous
chances but failed to hit the net with their shots.
The second period saw the Panthers’ first three
shots, and their first three goals.  Nicole Purdy
opened the scoring, Vicky Epps tallied another, and
Allison Dixon rounded out the scoring.  The final
period saw new defence woman Sarah Langford
rise to the challenge of keeping the Bracebridge
score at 0, aided by counterparts Melissa McVey,
Brittany Trudeau, Chantel Clayden, Britnee Fisher
and Lindsey Doherty.  In the lone match against the
Hoyas, Parry Sound again came out on top, despite
being down a few players.  They handled
Bracebridge convincingly 4-2.

Due to snow days, the Panthers have had to
cancel two games, but hope to get back on track
with the impending Muskoka-Parry Sound, and
Georgian Bay Challenges.  A special thank-you
goes out to coaches Mr. Ruddy, Mr Graham, and
Jonas Norrie.

PSHS girls’ hockey team is good solution to the NHL blues

Front row: Rob Graham, Sam Hanna, Brittany Trudeau, Lisa Loosemore, Vicky
Epps, Lindsey Doherty, Nicole Purdy, Sarah Langford, Chantal Clayden, and front
row: Rose LePage, Jasmine Calway, Melissa McVey and Sean Ruddy.

From left, Candace Cascanette, Vanessa Lawson, J. P. Bouchardt, Josh Morden and Sam
Greer were big winners with their video, “Perspectives”.

Mrs. Jenkins prepares to present a Pawscar.

Pawscars host J. P. Bouchardt kept the
crowd entertained.


